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In preceding papers it was shown that the decomposition fgroup functions 
by permutation cascades i a significant tool for solving problems of the cascade 
decomposition of multivalued functions. In this paper decomposition of 
group functions is treated in a more general way. By this investigation the 
most important results are the followings. For every group H there exists a 
group G such that H is decomposable over G. It is shown that each simple, 
nonabelian group is decomposable over itself. For every group G there exists 
a maximal subgroup G' of G such that G' is decomposable over G. An algorithm 
is developed which solves or reduces the problem whether f is decomposable 
over G for every group G and every group function f in G. It is shown by 
examples that the most important cases considered in other papers can be 
solved by the algorithm too. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cascade decomposition is of considerable importance in the theol T of 
switching circuits. In other papers it was shown that the decomposition of
group functions by permutation cascades is a significant ool for solving 
problems of the cascade decomposition of multivalued functions. In this 
paper decomposition f group functions is treated in a more general way. By 
this investigation the following results are obtained. For every group G there 
exists a maximal subgroup G' of G such that G' is decomposable over G. It is 
shown that each simple, nonabelian group is decomposable over itself. For 
every group H there exists a group G such that H is decomposable over G. 
An algorithm is developed which solves or reduces the problem whetherf  is 
decomposable over G for every group G and every group function f in  G. It is 
shown by examples that the most important cases considered in other papers 
can be solved by the algorithm too. 
In the second section we consider the problem, which subgroups of a 
group G are decomposable over G. Such subgroups are called (,)-groups. 
The importance of (,)-groups is shown by the reduction theorem which 
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gives us the possibility to reduce the problem of decomposition, if a non- 
trivial normal (*)-group is known. Then some interesting properties of 
(*)-groups are derived. One of them is that there exists a unique maximal 
(.)-group, which is normal in G. 
In the third section we discuss the following questions. What are the essen- 
tial criteria which determine whether a group is decomposable or not? 
Given a group H how to find an appropriate group G such that H is decom- 
posable over G ? The results obtained in this connection are derived by using 
a slightly modified definition of decomposition than that of Section 2. But 
it is readily seen that there exists a strong connection between both defini- 
tions, and corresponding results to that of Section 2 can be obtained according 
to the latter definition. 
In Section 4 we use the results of Section 3 and develop an algorithm 
which generates a (,)-group for a given group. The algorithm has been 
applied to different examples. In addition we show that there exists for every 
group H a group G such that H is decomposable over G. 
Now some important definitions: 
N is the set of integers. 
Let G be a group and e be the identity element of G then {e} is called the 
trivial subgroup of G. 
KIn(G) = {f  [ f : X'~ --* G, X is a nonempty finite set}. 
Let S be a subset of G then [S] is the subgroup of G generated by S. 
Zn is the group of integers modulo n. 
Aut(G) is the group of all automorphisms of G. 
Inn(G) is the group of all inner automorphisms of G. 
Let S be a normal subgroup of G then G/S is called the factor group of G 
by S. 
I f  H is a (normal) subgroup of G then we write H < G (H <1 G). 
I f  ~ is an automorphism of G and H < G then we denote by ~ = ~ In 
that W is the restriction of ~ to H. 
2. PROPERTIES OF DECOMPOSABLE SUBGROUPS AND ~'ACTOR GROUPS 
In the following discussion we consider only finite groups. 
DEFINITION l. Let G be a group. Then a mapping f : X "~ --~ G is called 
a group function (in G), where X is a finite set and m e N. 
DEFINITION 2. Let f be a group function in G and H a subgroup of G. 
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(a) f is decomposable over G iff there are elementary group functions 
(cell functions) T~: X -*  G, i = 1,..., n and a a: (1, 2,..., n} --> {1, 2,..., m} 
such that f (x  1 .... , xm) ~ Tl(xao)) . . . . .  T~(xa(~) ) for all (x 1 ..... x~) ~ X m, 
where • is the group operation in G. 
(b) H is decomposable over G iff each group function in H is decom- 
posable over G. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  m ~ 2, then f is decomposable over G iff there are 
fj: X "~-1 -+ G and cell functions T~, j = 1,..., k, such that 
7c 
/(Xl ,..., Xm) = ~ T,(xm) "f~(xl ..... x.~_l) 
5=1 
and f j  is decomposable over G. 
In this section we investigate the problem: Which subgroups of G are 
decomposable over G ? At first we derive some properties of group functions. 
Let Ko(G ) = G and Do(G ) = G. 
Let K,,~(G) = {f  i f :  X~ -*  G}. 
Remark. Instead of K~(G) we should write K~x(G) but for the sake of 
simplicity we write K~(G) and do so in similar cases. 
D~(G) = {f i fe  KdG)  and f is decomposable over G}. 
Then it follows that Kx(G ) = D~(G). 
Let f and g be elements of K,,(G) then f "  g is defined as an element of 
K~(G) such that 
f "g(xl,..., x~) = f(x l , . . . ,  x~) "g(x 1 ..... x m) holds for all (x i ..... x~) ~ X m. 
With this multiplication K,,(G) is a group and D~(G) is a subgroup of 
K~(G). 
Since the subgroups of G which are decomposable over G are of great 
importance for the whole theory of decomposition, each such subgroup is 
called a (*)-group of G. Theorem 1, which is a generalization of that proved 
by Shinhar and Yoeli (1969) gives some impression about the significance of 
(*)-groups. Let S be a normal subgroup of G and f a group function in G. 
Then a group function in the factor group G/S defined by fs(xl ..... x,~) = 
f (x l  .... , x~) • S, is called the factor function of f  in G/S. We wri tefs  =f"  S. 
THEOREM 1 (reduction theorem). Let S be a normal subgroup of G as well 
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as a (*)-group of G. Let f be a group function in G and f s  the factor function o f f  
in c/s. 
Then f is decomposable over G iff f s  is decomposable over G/S. 
~2 
Proof. If  f(x~ .... , x~)= I]i=1 T~(xa(i)) is a decomposition of f, then 
fs(Xa ,..., xm) -~ I-L~=~ T/(xa(,)), where T /  = T~ • S, is a decomposition of fs .  
Conversely let f s( x 1 ,..., x~) = I-L~=t Ti'( xa(i) , and let T i ~ KI( G ) be such that 
T," S = T/.  Then there exists g ~K~(S)  such that f(x~ ..... x~) = 
([I,~_1 Ti(xa(~))) • g(xl .... , x~). Since g is decomposable over G, so is f. 
Theorem 1 shows that the problem whether a function is decomposable 
over G is reduced to that whether the factor function is decomposable over 
G/S. To use the reduction theorem a subgroup has to be known which is a 
normal (.)-group. We know there always exists such a subgroup that is the 
trivial subgroup. But this subgroup can not be used by Theorem |. The 






Let S, $1, $2 be (,)-groups of G. Let a be an element of G. 
a -1 • S "a is a (,)-group. 
The group generated by S 1 and $2, that is [$1 w S~] is a (,)-group. 
The set of all (,)-groups of G is a sublattice of the lattice of subgroups 
(d) There is a unique maximal (*)-group of G which is normal in G. 
Pro@ (a) is obvious. To prove (b) we have to show that each group 
function in [S~ u $2] is decomposable over G. Let f be a group function in 
[S~ u $2]. Let B s be a subset of [S 1 u $2] defined by 
B I = {b [ b = f (x l , . . .  , Xm) for some (xl ,... , ova) ~ Xm}. 
Then there exists an ordering of S I and S 2 such that 
B I C SA " S~2 • . . . .  S;,., where j i ~ {i, 2}, i = 1,..., 1-. 
Now the function f can be written as f = f l  "f~ . . . . .  Jr,  where f,: X"  -+ Sj, 
is a suitable group function in Sj, ,  i = 1,..., r. By assumption each function f; 
is decomposable over G. S incef  is a product of decomposable functions, it is 
decomposable too. Thus [S 1 u $2] is a (.)-group. 
(c) The intersection of two (*)-groups is a (.)-group. In (b) it was 
shown that a group generated by the union of two groups is a (.)-group. 
Thus the set of (,)-groups is a sublattice of the lattice of subgroups of G. 
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(d) It is a direct consequence of (b) that there is a unique maximal 
(,)-group. It follows immediately by (a) that this unique maximal (,)-group 
is a normal (,)-group of G. 
Now we can ask: What happens if we use the maximal (,)-group of G in 
the reduction theorem? 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a normal (*)-group of G and S' be the maximal (*)-group 
of G, then S'/S is the maximal (,)-group of G/S. 
Proof. S'/S is a subgroup of G/S. By the reduction theorem it follows that 
S'/S is a (,)-group of G/S. Let T be the maximal (,)-group of G/S. Then 
there exists a subgroup S 1 of G such that T ~-Sa/S. So it holds that 
S'/S < Sx/S. By the reduction theorem it follows that S~ is a (*)-group of G. 
Then S' > 81 and further S'IS > SIlS. Thus S'IS = SalS. Hence S'IS 
is the maximal (,)-group of GIS. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S be a normal (*)-group of G, then S is the maximal 
(*)-group of G iff the trivial group is the maximal (*)-group of G / S. 
If we use the maximal (,)-group in the reduction theorem we see by this 
corollary that the factor group can not be reduced any more. The next lemma, 
however, answers the question whether it is better to use another (,)-group 
than the maximal (*)-group such that the factor group can be reduced once 
more. It is shown that such a successive reduction will not yield more than 
direct reduction with the maximal (,)-group. 
LEMMA 2. Let S' be the maximal (*)-group of G and the following holds 
good. G -- G o and S o is a normal (*)-group of G o . G~ = G~_I/S~_ 1 and S~ is a 
normal (,)-group of Gj, j = 1,..., n -- 1. G~ = Gn_I/S~_I and S~ is the 
maximal (,)-group of G~. Then G/S' N_ Gn/Sn (isomorphic to). 
The proof follows by induction over n. It is true, if n ~-0. Now 
let the lemma be true for n - -1 ,  where n >/ 1. Then it follows that 
G/S '~ Gn_a/S'n_l, where S~_i is the maximal (,)-group of G~_ 1 . Since 
S~ is the maximal (,)-group of G~, it follows by Lemma 1 that 
& = So we have C. I&  = (C . -d&- l ) l (S ' _d&- l ) .  Then it 
follows from a well-known isomorphism theorem that Gn/S~ ~. G~_IlS'~= 1 
holds. Thus the proof is complete with the induction hypothesis. 
Although the reduction with the help of the maximal (,)-group will be the 
best, we see by this lemma that a reduction with another (*)-group will 
preserve the possibility of getting the factor group given by the maximal 
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(,)-group. We shall develop an algorithm which derives for a given group a 
normal (,)-group which is not trivial for the most significant examples of 
groups studied in the theory of cascade decompositions. But if a group is 
abelian then there does not exist any nontrivial (,)-group. 
LEMMA 3. I f  G is an abelian group then the maximal (.)-group of G is the 
trivial subgroup. 
Proof. Let S' be the maximal (,)-group of G. We define a group functionf 
in G as follows: Let [ X [ ~> 2. Let a ~ S' and o ~ X be fixed. 
Define f ~ K2(S' ) by: 
f (x l ,  x2) = a i f  x~ ~ x 2 = 0 
= e otherwise. 
Since f is a group function in S', it is decomposable over G. G is an abelian 
group. Therefore we can write a decomposition of f in the following way. 
f (xl , x2) = fl(xl) " L(x2). 
Then the following four equations must hold. Let j e X, j va o then 
(1) a=f~(o) ' f2(o) ,  (2) e=f l (o ) ' f2 ( j  ), (3) e=fx( j ) ' f i . (o ) ,  
(4) e=f~( j ) ' f2 ( j ) .  
Then it follows from (1) that fx (o )= a "f~l(o). It follows with (2) that 
e = a "f~Z(o) "f2(J) and with (3) we get e =f~( j )  "L(J)  "a. Finally we see 
using (4) that e = a follows. Thus S '= {e}. 
We note that a nontrivial abelian group is not decomposable over itself. 
3. ]~SSENTIAL CRITERIA FOR DECOMPOSABILITY OF GROUPS 
In this section we discuss the following questions. What are the essential 
criteria which determine whether a group is decomposable over itself or not ? 
Given a group H how to find an appropriate, for example, small, group G 
such that H is decomposable over G ? To answer these questions we consider 
a slightly modified definition of decomposition. It is simply to verify that 
corresponding results to that of Section 2 can be obtained according to the 
modified definition. The new definition can be developed by Definition 2 and 
the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. Let f be a group 
function in H, f :  X ~ --~ H and m >/2. Then f is decomposable over G iff there 
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are group functions f~: X ~-1 -+ G, %~ ~ Inn(G), x ~ X,  i = 1,..., h and a cell 
function T: X--+ G such that 
(A ) f (x  1 .... , x )  = d~'~(( (x ~, ,~, . . . ,x  ~)) .T(x3 
and f, is decomposable over G. 
Proof. Let ~ = (x 1 ,..., x~_~) and x = x,,. I f f i s  decomposable it follows 
by Corollary 1 that f(4, x) = I-L=~ T~(x) "f~(~) andf~ is decomposable over G. 
Now we define 4i ~ as follows, i = 1,..., h. 
i i --1 k 
and T(x) = [ I  T,(x). (1) 
Then the result follows. 
Conversely let fi be decomposable over G. Then we get f(~, x )= 
i~k+l Ti(x)"f,(~), where T, is defined by (1) successively beginning with g=l 
i= l  and ending with i=k ,  and f1,+l(~)~e for all ~X ~'-1 and 
T~+ 1 = (T  1 . . . . .  T~) -1 • T .  
DEFINITION 3. Let H be a group and A(H) a subgioup of Aut(H) such 
that the inner automorphisms of H are included in A(H), that is Inn(H) < 
A(H). Let f  be a group function in H and S a subgroup of H, f :  X'~--~ H. 
(a) If m = 1 then f is decomposable over A(H). If  m >~ 2 then f is 
decomposable over A(H) iff there are group functions fi: Xm-1--+ H and 
~i ~ ~ A(H) such that f (x  1 ,..., x,,) = I-I~=l$~(f/(xl ,..., xm-1)) and f/ is 
decomposable over A(H). 
(b) S is decomposable over A(H) iff each group function in S is decom- 
posable over A(H). 
I f  S is decomposable over A(H) then we call S a (*)-group of A(H). 
I f  we make the following restriction in Corollary 3, 
(a) H is a normal subgroup of G, 
(b) the cell function T is trivial, 
(c) each group function f i  is a group function in H, 
(d) A(H) = Inn(G)[/~ 
then the connection of both definitions can readily be seen. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let G and H be given such that restrictions (a) and (d) are 
fulfilled. Let f be a group function in H. I f  f is decomposable over A(H) then f is 
decomposable over G. 
We denote with R,~(S, A(H)) the set of group functions in S which are 
decomposable over A(H), where S is a subgroup of H. 
R~(S, A(H)) = {f l f e K~(S), f is decomposable over A(H)}. 
We write R,~ or R~(A(H)) instead of Rm(H, A(H)) and K~ instead of K,,(H). 
We do the same if we consider similar sets. Put R 0 = K 0 = H. Clearly 
R~ = K1. 
COROLLARY 5. Rm is a subgroup of K,~ and R~ is invariant with respect o 
A(H). 
Proof. Obvious. 
Now we define an important subset of Rm • 
U~(A(H)) = lJ I f(x) = f i  T[-~(x) .~(T&)) for all x~ X ~, where n ~ N, 
i=1 
T~ ~ R~,  ~ c A(H), i = 1,..., n I . 
U0(Inn(H)) , for example, is the commutator group of H. 
COROLLARY 6. (a) U.~ is a normal subgroup of R~ and invariant with 
respect o A(H). 
(b) Us = {f If(x) = T~l(x) . . . . .  T;~(x) .~(Ta(x)) . . . . .  ~,(T,(x))for 
all x e X m, where n ~ N, Ti ~ R~, , c}~ ~ A(H), i = 1,..., n}. 
Pro@ To simplify notations we write f = r I ,~ l  T~ -1 -~.T~ instead of 
f (x)  = f l  TTI(x)'4~(T~(x)) 
i=1 
for all x e X ~. 
It  is easy to see that the identity function is an element of U~ and if f, 
g~ U~ then f 'g~ U~. 
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Let / = I~ i l l  Ti -1" 4, T~, then 
f - l=  T;  1.4~Ti = ( ~÷1-, '~÷1-,  ~+1-~) 
f i  T -  1 = (~,÷~-~ ~÷~-i" T~÷~-3. 
i= l  
Let Vi = 4~+1_~T~+1_i and ~ -1 = 4~+~-i •Then we get 
f - :  = f i  V~-: • %V~. 
i= l  
That is f -1  e U~,,. Thus U~ is a subgroup of R~.  
Let g ~ R~ then we prove by induction over n that g-1 . f .g  e U,~. 
n = l : f  = Tf l "~ IT1 .  It follows that 
g-~ . f . g = g-~Ti  ~ . 4~Tt . g = ( r ,  . g)-~ • q~x(T1 .g ) .  (~,g)- i  .g. 
Let T~' = T~ "g, Te' = 4~g and 42 = 4~ 1. Then 
g-~ . f .g  = T~ -~ .41T( .  T£ -~ .42T( .  
That is g-1 . f .  g ~ U~. 
Now let = I-I~=l T~ 1 "4~T~ and n ~> 2. Then we get 
g-~ . f .g  =g-~.  T i  I .4tT~ .g .g-~ T~-~ .4~T~ .g. 
Thus by induction hypothesis it follows that g-1 . f .  g E g,n . Thus Um is a 
normal subgroup of Rm • 
Let ¢ e A(H).  Then we get 
n 
4f  =4 f i  T~ -~ "4iTi = [ I  CT[  1 "4 °4,T i"  
Let V, =4T i  and ~ =4.  4~ o4-*, then } f  = I - i~_1V-[1 .~V~.  Thus 
~f~ g,~. 
The second part of the corollary is easily proved by induction over n. 
Before we derive the most significant results of this section we need one more 
definition. Let in the following X = {o, 1 ..... k --  1} and k >~ 2. Let fbe  an 
element of K~.  Then djf, j = 1 ..... k - -  1 is defined as follows, dj f  is an 
element of K~_ 1 and 
di f (x l  ..... xm_l) = f - l (x  1 ,..., x,~_a , o) " f (x  1 ,..., xm_~ , j). 
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That  is d~ f (x )  ~-f- l (x,  o ) ' f (x , j ) ,  where x = (x 1 ,..., x,,_l). I f  h = 2 and 
the order of H is two then df f  is called Boolean difference. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be an element of K,~. Let f j  be an element of K~_l such 
that fj(Fc) = f(Y:, j )  for all ¢~ ~ X~-L  
(a) I f  m >/2 and if f is an element of R m then d J  is an element of U~_I , 
j = 1,..., h -- 1 andfo is an element ofRr~_ 1 . 
(b) I f  m >/ 1 and if d j f  is an element of U,,_I , j = 1,..., k -- 1 and fo 
is an element of R~_ 1 then f is an element of R~.  
Proof. Let  f(o~, x) n ., . = Y I~=I¢ ,  T,(x), then 
ft-(N) =f (~, j )  = [ I  ¢~'Td~) = (4 ,  ° (~io)-1 o 4i 0) Ti(~ )
~=1 i= l  
z=l i=1 
where ~viJ =¢ i '  ° (¢i°) -1 and 2P i = ¢i°T,. Then 
d, f  = f o ~ " f~ = 7"~ " ~/~i  
i=1 
Consider ing Corollaries 5 and 6 it follows that fo is an element of Rr~-I 
and d~fis an element of U~_ 1 , j  = 1 ..... h - -  1. Now let d3fbe an element of 
U,n-1, j 1, . . . ,k 1 then df f= 'b -1 = -- l-L=1 T,., " C jT i ,  , , where T i j  E Rm_ 1 . 
We define ¢~.j as follows. Let  x c X, i c {1, 2 ..... nj}, j e {1,..., k - -  1} then 
¢~.~ = ¢i:  if 
-----¢~ if 
where ¢,  is the ident i ty of A(H).  
Let  g~ be an element of R~,  defined by 
x = j ,  
x~j ,  
and 
n3 
*)  = I ]  • 
i=1 
if j E{ I ,2  ..... k - -  1} 
g0G x) 
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Let F be an element of K~ defined by F(~, x) k-1 = I-Ij=og~(x, x). Since each gj 
is an element of Rm, F is an element of R~ too. But it holds that F = f, for 
F(~, O) = go(SO, o) = fo(~) = f(/¢, o) and if j ~ X and j =/= o then 
F(£  j )  = go(£j ) 'g j ( /~, j )  =fo(~) • dj f(~) = fo(~)"f~t(~)"f~.(~) = fj(~) =f (£ j ) .  
Thus f is an element of R~.  
From this theorem we can derive an interesting corollary. 
COROLLARY 7. If  S is a (*)-group of A (H)  then S is a subgroup of U o . 
Proof. Let f be a group function in S, then f is an element of R.~. Let f '  
be a group function in H defined as follows: f '  is an element of Ks~+l and 
f ' (x  1 ..... x~,  x~+l) =f (x l  ,..., x~) if x~+ 1 ~ 0 and f ' (x  1 ,..., x~,  O) = e, 
where e is the identity of H. Then it holds that f '  is a group function in S. 
Thus f '  is an element of R~ x . By the last theorem it follows that d~f'  is an 
element of U~. Since d j f '  = f we get f (x  1 ..... x~) = ~e~_l T?l(x l  .... , x,~) " 
~)iT,(x 1 ,..., x~). Then it holds that f (x  1 ,..., x~) ~ U o . Thus S is a subset of 
u0. 
Since this corollary holds good for the maximal ( , ) -group too, it gives us 
an important information about all ( .)-groups. For example, if Uo(A(H)) is 
trivial then there is no non trivial ( .)-group. This is true if H is abelian and 
A(H)  = Inn(H), which was shown in Lemma 3. But there is no information 
from the corollary if Uo(A(H)) = H. What happened in such a case the next 
theorem will tell us. 
THEOREM 4. H is decomposable over A(H)  iff Uo(A(H)) = H. 
Proof. Let H be the maximal ( , ) -group of A(H) .  Then it follows by the 
last corollary that H < U o holds. On the other hand U 0 is a subgroup of H 
by definition. Thus H = U 0 . 
Now let U 0 = H. To prove that each group function in H is decomposable 
over A(H)  we prove a stronger esult: I f  U0 = K0 then U,~ = K m for every 
m a N. The proof of this statement follows by induction over m. It is true if 
m = o. Now let the induction hypothesis hold good, that is if U o = K o then 
U~, = Kin, for m' < m. First we prove that K m = R m holds. Let f be an 
element of K~ . By the induction hypothesis we have that d~f is an element of 
Urn_ ~ and fo is an element of R,n_ 1 . Then we conclude with Theorem 3(b) 
that f  is an element of R~.  Thus K~ = R,,~. Again le t f  be an element of Km• 
Iff~(~) =f (£ j )  for :~ ~ X "~-~, then f~ is an element of U.,_~. 
qzj 
f~(~) = [ I  T~,I~(~) "¢~ jT,,~(~). 
~'=1 
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Let T(.j be an element of Kin defined as follows. I f j  ~ X and i ~ {1 ..... n~} then 
t T~,j(x, x) = T~,,(~) if x = j ,  
= e otherwise, where e is the identity of H. 
Since Km= R,~ holds, T~,j is an element of R~.  LetF  be an element of K~ 
defined by F(~, x) r-T ~-1 1-1  -n ,  t -1  * t * = t 1,=0 * 1,=1 Ti.~ (x, x) "~/,j(T~.~(x, )), then F is an 
element of Urn. But F = f for 
k--1 n j  nv  
F(< ~) = [I [I T;5~( ~, ~) .¢~,~r;,,(< ~) = 1-I T~-~(~) .~,,~r,,~,(~) 
)=0 z=l ~=I 
= fo (~)  = f (~,  ~). 
Thus K,, = U,~. 
The last theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the problem, 
whether a group H is decomposable over A(H). In the next section we 
develop by this theorem a class of such groups. 
4. ALGORITHM FOR OBTAINING A (*)-GRoUV 
Now we are able to derive an algorithm which determines a ( , ) -group if H 
and A(H) are given. 
ALGORITHM. Let a group H be given and let 3 (H)  be a subgroup of 
Aut(H) such that Inn(H) < A(H). 
Set H 0 = H and A(Ho) = A(H). Let j be an element of N. 
If Ha_ 1 and A(Hj_~) are defined then H e = Uo(A(Hj_a) and A(Hj) 
{¢ [ ¢ ~ Aut(H~), there is a W c A(H~_I) such that ~ ]H ~ 6}. 
If r is the least integer such that H,, = H,,+a, we define Atg(A(H)) = H r . 
THEOREM 5. Alg(A(H)) is a (*)-group of A(H) and invariant with respect 
to A(H). 
Pro@ Since Alg(A(H)) equals a group H,. for some r ~ N we consider 
H~ and A(H,.). By the algorithm it holds that H,. = Hr+ 1. Then 
H r = Uo(A(Hr)) follows. By Theorem 4 it follows that H~ is decomposable 
over A(H~). Since A(H,) is a restriction of A(Ho) to H,  as can be seen by 
induction, it follows that H,. is decomposable over A(Ho). Thus H, is a (*)- 
group of A(H). It can be proved by induction that each group H~ is invariant 
with respect o A(H). So it is Alg(A(H)) too. 
Now we consider some examples where we can see how the algorithm works. 
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(~) Let H be a simple nonabelian group and A(H) -= Inn(H). 
Since H is not abelian we have//1 is not the trivial subgroup. On the other 
hand H 1 is a normal subgroup of H. But H is a simple group. It follows that 






Let H be a shnple nonabelian group; then 
H is decomposable over Inn(H). 
H is decomposable over H. 
(b) follows by (a) and Corollary 4. 
Now we consider the group of permutations of n elements, Sn.  
Which functions are decomposable over S~ ? To answer this question let us 
consider the problem, which functions are decomposable over Inn(S~). Now 
the algorithm can work. 
H 0 = S~, H 1 = An,  where An is the subgroup of even permutations, 
H2 = A~ . 
Thus Alg(Inn(S,)) = d , .  
This result combined with the reduction theorem gives us the result of 
Shinhar and Yoeli (1969): Let f be a group function in Sn then f is decom- 
posable over Sn i f f f  G is decomposable over S, /A , .  
I f  n > 4 holds then _//~ is a simple nonabelian group. 
COROLLARY 9. I f  n > 4 then ~1, is decomposable over An • 
(~) By the next example the main result of Elspas and Stone (1967) and 
Kolp (1972) is derived. Let Hbe  a group with a fixed point free automorphism 
(if-auto) ~. Let d(H)  -= [Inn(H) • {a}]. Which group functions are decom- 
posable over A(H)  ? Since ~ is an if-auto, it holds that H = {a I a = b -1 • ~(b), 
b ~ H}. Since b -1" ~(b) ~ Uo(d(H)) , it follows from the algorithm that H 1 = H. 
Thus A lg (A(H) )= H. Hence each group function in H is decomposable 
over A(H). 
(3) Let D~ be the dihedral group of 2n elements, where n is odd (Elspas 
(1968)). Let A(D, )= Aut(D,) or A(D~)= Inn(D,). In each case we can 
derive by the algorithm, H 0 = D, ,  H I = Z,~, where Z~ is the group of 
integers modulo n. H 2 = Z n . Since Dn/Z~ = Z~ holds, we have the following 
result. 
COROLLARY 10. Let f be a group function in D~ . Then f is decomposable 
over D,  iff fz ,  is decomposable over Z2 . 
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By the examples tated just now, it can be seen that in many cases it is 
easy to derive a ( . ) -group by the algorithm. 
Now it is possible to solve the problem whether there exists for some 
group H a group G such that H is decomposable over G. The problem is 
solved if each group can be embedded in such a group which is decomposable 
over itself. We know a class of groups being decomposable over itself--that 
is the class of simple nonabelian groups. Furthermore there is a theorem that 
each group can be embedded in a simple nonabelian group. 
COROLLARY 1 1. Let a group H be given. Then there exists a group G such 
that H is decomposable over G. 
I f  h is the order of H and k >~ 3 then there is a suitable group G, where the 
order of G is (h + 2)[/2. We set G = A7~+2, for Ae+ 2 is a simple nonabelian 
group and H can be embedded in Ai~.+2 •
5. SUMMARY 
In this paper a decomposition theory of group functions is derived. We do 
not consider special groups but we ask in general, what are the essential criteria 
which determine whether a group is decomposable or not ? In Section 3 
interesting results are obtained which answer this question. Then an algorithm 
and a reduction theorem are developed which are significant ools to solve 
the problem whether a group function in a given group H is decomposable 
over H. Examples are presented in Section 4 which show that different results 
obtained in other papers are derivable by the algorithm. Some properties of 
those subgroups of a group H which are decomposable over H, are developed 
in Section 2. One of them is that there exists a unique maximal decomposable 
group which is normal in H. 
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